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Abstract

The ENIGMA fuel performance code has been under development in the UK since the mid-
1980s with contributions made by both the fuel vendor (BNFL) and the utility (British Energy). In
recent years it has become the principal code for UO2 fuel licensing for both PWR and AGR reactor
systems in the UK and has also been used by BNFL in support of overseas UO2 and MOX fuel
business. A significant new programme of work has recently been initiated by BNFL to further develop
the code specifically for MOX fuel application. Model development is proceeding hand in hand with a
major programme of MOX fuel testing and PIE studies, with the objective of producing a fuel modelling
code suitable for mechanistic analysis, as well as for licensing applications. This paper gives an
overview of the model developments being undertaken and of the experimental data being used to
underpin and to validate the code. The paper provides a summary of the code development programme
together with specific examples of new models produced.

1. INTRODUCTION

ENIGMA is a fuel performance code which has been under development by BNFL and British
Energy (initially in collaboration but since 1991 in parallel) for more than a decade [1],[2]. The code
attempts to model the fuel and clad properties and in-reactor processes which determine fuel' behaviour,
and has been used successfully in support of UO2 and MOX fuel licensing both in the UK and overseas.
For UO2 fuel modelling the ENIGMA code is considered to be amongst the most up-to-date and most
mechanistically based of any code currently available in the world. A particular feature of the ENIGMA
development programme was a commitment to make use of essentially all of the experimental and
commercial reactor data available to the UK industry. The result is a code which has been validated
against over 500 rod irradiations and incorporates the lessons learned from many of the most recent and
important fuel research programmes (including those at Halden, Ris0, Studsvik, BR2, and many
others).

For BNFL, current efforts are strongly focused on MOX fuel issues, with the intention of
developing a state-of-the-art MOX fuel code as part of a wider strategy for Short Binderless Route
(SBR) MOX product development and qualification. The present paper considers the current status of
the code with respect to MOX fuel modelling, highlighting some of the experimental results which have
influenced current thinking. It also identifies areas of on-going and future study, although in the limited
space available only a sub-set of the issues are considered.

Much of the MOX data used for benchmarking the code to-date has come from international
programmes which have studied MOX fuels from a variety of different sources. Relatively little data
has existed on BNFL's own SBR fuel product. Many programmes are however now in place or are
being planned and the SBR performance database is beginning to grow rapidly. PIE has been completed
on prototype fuel [3] and the first PIE of commercially irradiated SBR fuel is presently underway, as
considered in a separate paper at this meeting [4]. A lot of valuable in-pile data is also coming from test
irradiations in Halden, from both bilateral and joint programme experiments.
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BNFL is committed, as a MOX fuel vendor, to testig, understanding and proving its product,
The programmes to achieve this have been defined and initiated, and the teams of scientists and
engineers required to oversee the work have been assembled. The development of the ENIGMA code is
one key element in this overall strategy.

2. MOX FUEL MODELLING

2.1. Nuclear Physics Models

Radial Profile Evolution. The RADAR model [5] is implemented in ENIGMA to calculate the within
pin radial power distribution. Previous code versions have been based on simplified calculations of the

235 ^ ' ^ ' u isotopes in a fixed number of radial fuel annuli. The start-of-lifedepletion of the 235U, ̂ 'Pu and ^
239Pu and ̂ P u contents were previously combined into an 'effective plutonium content', which was
depleted as 239Pu. The calculations were tuned to match predictions from the neutronics code WIMS.
The radial power distributions determined in this way were satisfactory for MOX fuel at low burnups
and with low plutonium contents, but recent studies have shown some deficiency at higher burnups
and/or high plutonium contents, in particular in the soft spectrum of the Halden reactor.
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FIG. I. Isotope Model for Calculation of Power and Heavy Metal Concentration Profiles

To address this, an improved version of RADAR has been developed which extends the depletion
equations to cover all of the relevant heavy metal isotopes, as illustrated in Figure 1. Cross-sections
used have been based loosely on those from the JEF library, with the depletion calculations tuned to
match those from the lattice code CASMO-4 [6]. The revised model has been benchmarked for
commercial PWR, BWR and Halden reactor conditions. The improved version of RADAR gives
accurate radial power profile predictions at both high burnups and high Pu contents. Additional work is
planned to provide further benchmarking of the routine against data from EPMA and/or SIMS.
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FIG. 2. Fission Gas Yields from Uranium and Plutonium Fissions
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Fission Gas Generation. To complement the improved W A R model, a new fission gas generation
model for MOX fuel has also been developed. The generation model calculates the net number densities
through life of each of the krypton and xenon isotopes 83Kr to ^Kr and m X e to 136Xe, plus the
important precursors I31I and 132Te, in each of the fuel annuli.

Generation, neutron capture and decay are computed based on the power history and the uranium and
plutonium isotope distributions. The new model allows a more accurate calculation of the net fission gas
generation rate which takes account of the different krypton and xenon isotopic yields of the various
fission events, as shown in Figure 2. This is then used as the basis for the development of a more
advanced fission gas release model. The new generation model also allows the isotopic composition of
the fission gas in the fuel-clad gap to be evaluated. This may be important in gap conductance
calculations and the predictions can be compared with measured data from PIE gas puncture tests and
from gas flow experiments.

Helium Generation. Helium generation in fuel occurs via two main mechanisms - alpha-decay and
ternary fission. Although many of the heavier isotopes present in fuel are alpha active, it is found that
by far the dominant contributor is ^Cm, which has a half-life of only 163 days. In UO2 fuel relatively
little 242Cm is generated at typical current burnup levels; the main source of helium therefore tends to be
from ternary fission, and overall helium generation is generally negligible. By contrast, in MOX fuel the
build-up of 242Cm can be significant, particularly for fuel derived from aged or low quality plutonium
sources. Helium production can then be significant, especially at high burnups. The new version of the
WAR routine (see above) incorporates the calculation of the Cm build-up. Determination of the
alpha decay and ternary fission yields is then straightforward, giving the code a reasonable estimate of
the total helium generation.

2.2. Fuel Materials Properties

In collaboration with its customers, BNFL has undertaken a substantial programme of materials
properties measurements on SBR MOX fuel [7]. For several properties, including thermal expansion
coefficient, specific heat capacity and elasticity, the evidence points to no significant difference between
MOX and UO2 characteristics within the range of parameters studied. Fuel melting point is clearly
reduced by the presence of plutonium, but this is not a modelling issue since the design limit used as a
failure criterion is sufficiently conservative to cover all fuel types including MOX. The two physical
properties which are most MOX-specific are thermal conductivity (discussed below) and creep
(discussed in Section 2.5).

Fuel Thermal Conductivity. The low temperature behaviour of the fuel thermal conductivity is well
modelled by an equation of the form l/(a+6T), where a describes the phonon-impurity scattering, b
represents the phonon-phonon scattering and T is the absolute temperature. This expression describes
the behaviour of both standard urania fuel and MOX fuel and the effects of burnup can be
accommodated by an increase in the phonon-impurity scattering term arising from the effects of the
build-up of fission products in the matrix.
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FIG. 3. Comparative Start-of-Life Temperature Measurements on UO? and MOX Fuel Rods
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The range of plutonium concentrations envisaged for commercial irradiations is not expected to exceed
10 wt% so it is in this region where thermal conductivity is pf interest. It is sensible to ask whether the
transition behaviour from standard Urania to MOX fuel takes place gradually or abruptly. Gibby [8] has
measured the thermal conductivities using a laser-flash thermal diffusivitymethod for a range of urania-
plutonia solid solutions with 0, 5, 12, 20, 25 and 30 wt% PuO2. These data can be re-analysed by
plotting the inverse conductivity against absolute temperature. This should yield a linear dependence of
slope, b, and intercept, a. The effect of plutonia appears to modify both the intercept value, a, and the
slope, b, indicating that there is both an impurity effect on phonon scattering as well as a modification
to the phonon spectrum which impacts on the phonon-phonon scattering term. However, the dependence
on plutonia content (except at the 30 wt% level) is found to be weak and it is therefore possible to take
the plutonium dependence out of the denominator and move it into the numerator. The MOX effect is
consequently applied in ENIGMA as a fixed 8% reduction in the numerator of the conductivity
expression. Comparative MOX versus UO2 start-of-life temperature measurements from a Halden
experiment are shown in Figure 3, supporting the choice of the 8% reduction.

Conductivity Degradation with Burnup. The effect of irradiation on the fuel is the gradual replacement
of fissile atoms with two or more fission product atoms. To a first approximation this increases the
phonon-impurity scattering and hence the a term. Analysis of out-of-pile annealed laser-flash specimens
indicates that the increase in the a term is accompanied by a decrease in the b term [9], but the latter
effect is small and in practice a forced-fit with an increased a term only can be used. To represent the
effects of fission products the conductivity in ENIGMA is modified to an equation of the form
l/(ao+<3iB(l^)+6T) where B is the burnup andfis the fraction of fission gas atoms not in solution in the
matrix, i.e. the fractional sum of all gas which is either in bubbles or has been released.

( t empero ture normolised to 20 kW/m)
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FIG. 4. Comparative Fuel Conductivity Degradation Rates in UC>2 cmd MOX Fuel Rods

For MOX fuel, the code assumes the same value of the degradation parameter ai as for UO2. Figure 4
shows some in-pile experimental data which confirms that the evolution of normalised temperature with
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burnup for MOX and UO2 rods is essentially parallel, supporting the above assumption. As Figure 5
shows, the code's temperature predictions are found to be satisfactory for both MOX and UO2 through
to high burnup. The gradual trend toward underprediction at high bumups could be associated with
some subtlety in the degradation process or in the modelling of fission gas porosity; experiments and
theoretical work are in progress to address these issues.

2.3. Fuel Microstructural Changes

Fuel Densification. The code contains models for the sintering of the as-fabricated porosity and for the
gradual swelling of the fuel due to solid and volatile fission products. The densification model [10] is
formulated in terms of fast and slow densification processes, each an inverse exponential in burnup and
also a function of temperature and grain size, with a temperature-dependent partitioning between the
two. The model was fitted to a database of in-pile UO2 fuel stack length measurements from Halden.
Although the corresponding database of MOX fuel measurements is currently very limited, the existing
model generally appears to perform satisfactorily, once the porosity, grain size and temperature
differences are allowed for. However, further work is planned in this area.
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FIG. 6. Comparative MOX and UO2 Stack Elongation Trends with Burnup

Fuel Swelling. The swelling of the fuel due to solid fission products is modelled as a linear function of
bumup. Since much of the swelling arises from elements which are volatile at higher temperatures, the
model is also coupled to the gas release model so that the swelling is reduced as fission products are
released. The additional swelling caused by the formation of gas bubbles is then modelled separately.
For benign irradiation conditions solid fission product swelling is the dominant effect. ENIGMA
currently assumes a figure of 0.5 vol% per atom% bumup, although a broad range of swelling rates
(0.2% to 1.0%) have been found in different experiments. This variability in swelling may be associated
with the interactions between swelling, densification and creep. In a comparative MOX versus UO2

irradiation in Halden the evidence suggests similar swelling rates for the two fuel types, as shown by the
parallel trends in Figure 6.

The code's predictions of stack length changes, both from in-pile and post-irradiation measurements,
appear to be satisfactory, and unbiased as a function of bumup, as shown in Figure 7. While the
densification and swelling models are currently assumed to be isotropic, diametral swelling is found to
be underpredicted in some instances; again, further studies are planned in this area.

Fuel Grain Growth. At sufficiently high temperature fuel grain size can increase during operation,
particularly early in life before the grain boundaries become pinned by fission gas bubbles. Accurate
modelling of the grain size is important because of its influence on fission gas release, densification and
creep behaviour. The ENIGMA model for this process was tuned using data exclusively from UO2

irradiations [11]. When initial grain size differences are taken into account, along with differences in
operating temperature, the model is also found to perform satisfactorily for MOX fuel. At present,
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FIG. 7. ENIGMA Slack Length Change Predictions us a Function of Burnup

however, PIE cases where positive grain growth has been observed in SBR fuel are currently limited to
those seen under the fairly extreme conditions experienced in the Callisto tests [3], Further evaluation of
the modelling is therefore planned as new PEE data become available.

Homogeneity Changes. Except for rim formation in high burnup fuel, standard UO2 remains an
essentially homogeneous material, and the current ENIGMA code models fuel in this way. In contrast,
MOX fuel begins as a heterogeneous material containing small islands of plutonium-rich material. The
combined effects of inter-diffusion and plutonium burnout/generation gradually homogenise the material
such that in the high burnup limit MOX fuel becomes largely indistinguishable from UO2. The impact
on performance depends strongly on the degree and scale of the initial heterogeneity. For SBR fuel,
which has relatively small plutonium agglomerations compared with some other MOX fuels, the need
for explicit modelling of the homogenisation process is uncertain. This issue is being assessed as part of
the on-going development of a mechanistic fission gas release model for MOX fuel.

Rim Effect. The code contains a simple empirical model to account for the observed gas release and fuel
conductivity effects resulting from the formation of the refined, highly porous microstructure at the
periphery of high burnup fuel. The model was fitted using UO2 data but is currently applied equally to
MOX fuel. The validity of this assumption is questionable, but study of the rim effect is an active area
of research and the development of a more mechanistic treatment should become possible in due course.
At present the code also makes no attempt to model explicitly the development of the clad inner bore
corrosion layer and the resulting fuel-clad bonding that can occur at medium to high burnups. Since
plutonium containing fuels may be more oxidising than standard UO2, these effects could be more
pronounced and possibly more significant in MOX fuel.

2.4. Fission Product Release

Stable Gas Release and Swelling. The ENIGMA code embodies a sophisticated mechanistic fission gas
release and swelling model [12,13,14]. The model was formulated solely on the basis of UO2 fuel
measurements and has been validated against a broad range of experimental and commercial
irradiations. A histogram showing the number of rod irradiations (plus post-irradiation puncture tests)
used for validation purposes is included in Figure 8 as a function of bumup. For MOX fuel, the size of
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the database is clearly much reduced, but, as the main plot B-I Figure 8 shows, the degree of agreement
between predicted and measured gas release is found to be as good for MOX as for UO2 fuel.
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FIG. 9. Fission Gas Release Onset Predictions in two Halden MOX Experiments

Moreover, the existing model provides good predictions for the onset of gas release, as revealed in
Figure 9 which shows pressure measurements in an instrumented rod in Halden. However, this may be
somewhat fortuitous, particularly for some of the older heterogeneous fuels (e.g. from the PRIM0
programme), since the details of the release process may be quite different. There is evidence that the
existing model can significantly underpredict the levels of gas bubble swelling under certain ramp test
conditions. The development of a mechanistic gas release and swelling model specifically for MOX fuel
is therefore envisaged. Some components of the model, for example a MOX-specific fission product
generation routine (as discussed in Section 2.1) are already in place. Other components will emerge as
part of the programme of experimental studies, which will include in-pile measurements of fresh and re-
instrumented fuel rods, and SEM/TEM of irradiated, annealed and ramp tested fuels.
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Helium Release. The helium generated from ternary fissk% and alpha decay (as discussed in Section
2.1) is lost from the fuel matrix by a diffusive process Diffusion of the small helium atoms is
considerably more rapid than that of krypton or xenon. However, reliable diffusion coefficient
measurements have not been reported and hence the code currently uses a simplified empirical release
model. The helium released is assumed to escape immediately to the fuel-clad gap, with no hold up in
the grain boundary bubbles. The acceptability of these simplifications would become questionable for
situations where the amount of helium released were significant compared with that of the krypton and
xenon, e.g. for very high burnup or for aged or recycled plutonium sources. However, the current
approach is considered acceptable for existing MOX fuel types and fuel duties, although the validation
database is rather small.

Short-Lived Fission Product Release. Gas flow experiments in Halden have produced measurements of
iodine and other short-lived fission product release levels [15], and the code contains a simple,
conservative model to predict iodine release levels under steady state conditions. All measurements to-
date have been on UO2 fuel. Since 131I yields are significantly higher from plutonium fissions than
uranium, the applicability of the model for MOX fuel has yet to be established. To remedy this, a new
date have been on U02 fuel. Since m I yields are significantly higher from plutonium fissions than
uranium, the applicability of the model for MOX fuel has yet to be established. To remedy this, a new
bilateral gas flow experiment has recently begun at Halden which will compare release levels in MOX
and UO2 fuels. The start-up phase of the test was completed successfully in March 1999. Assessment of
the data and the implications on short-lived fission product release modelling is underway.

2.5. Pellet Mechanical Response

Thermal Creep. In u&-radiated conditions, fuel undergoes thermal creep in response to compressive
stress. The thermal creep strain rate is generally modelled for both UO2 and MOX as the sum of a linear
term proportional to applied stress, which is consistent with diffisional creep, and a power-law term
proportional to stress to the power 4.5, which is consistent with dislocation climb - annihilation creep.
Recent proprietary tests comparing the fuel creep behaviour of UO2 and SBR MOX fuel have shown
that at high stresses and/or low fuel temperatures, creep strain rates proportional to stress to the power
n, where n is significantly larger than 4.5, are observed, as illustrated in Figure 10. Thus, new thermal
creep strain rate equations for both UO2 and MOX fuel have been developed to fit both the proprietary
and open literature fuel creep data which include additional power law creep terms proportional to stress
to a high power.
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FIG. IO. Power-Law Creep Stress Exponent: Proprietary and Open Literature Data

Irradiation Creep. Under irradiation fuel linear thermal creep rates are found to be enhanced by a
substantial factor (this phenomenon is referred to as irradiation-enhanced creep). On top of this, an
additional creep component arises which is linear in stress and independent of temperature and which
occurs only in the presence of irradiation (irradiation-induced creep). This latter creep component is
generally dominant under most conditions. The available database on irradiation creep has recently been
reviewed. Irradiation-enhanced creep terms were modified for both UO2 and MOX fuel to include a
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fission rate dependence Also, the terms for irradiation-induced creep were optimised against the
available database. Compared with the previous model the revised formulation employs roughly a five-
fold increase in the irradiation creep rate under typical fuel irradiation conditions. The effects of this
increase are illustrated in Figure 11 which shows rod diameter variation at a constant linear rating of 20
kW/m as a function of burnup. After the minimum diameter is reached at the point of gap closure, the
effect of the increased creep is to reduce the clad outward strain rate due to improved pellet
accommodation. Significant effects of the change in creep modelling are also observed in ramp cases.
The increased creep observed with MOX fuels is a factor in its improved PCI resistance.
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FIG. II. Effect of Increased Irradiation Creep Rate on Steady State Rod Diameter Predictions

Pellet Cracking and Relocation. The code employs simple empirical adjustments to account for the
thermal and mechanical effects of pellet cracking and relocation behaviour. These also take in the
effects of pellet-clad eccentricity and clad ovality. The gap conductance model [16], as well as
containing classical terms for gas conductance and radiation, also includes an additional empirical
component to account for relocation effects. In the absence of specific data, the applicability of these
empiricisms to MOX fuel currently has to be assumed, but it is possible that differences in pellet
properties (surface roughness, plasticity, cracking patterns, etc) could necessitate the re-benchmarking
of some aspects of the empirical modelling. However, no major shortcomings have been identified from
the observations made so far.

Pellet Wheatsheafing and Ridging. The effects of thermal gradients and cracking result in the pellet
adopting a wheatsheaf shape, such that after clad creep-down has occurred the cladding profile displays
a characteristic ridging pattern. The code contains models for the size of the wheatsheaf height and its
change during a power increase or decrease, and for the response of the cladding to changes in pellet
shape. Testing of these models against prototypic data for MOX fuel is currently very limited. There is
some evidence to suggest that ridging patterns observed on SBR MOX fuel may be a little different to
those found on UO2 fuel, with less well-defined primary ridges and a greater propensity for secondary
ridges, but much more data is required to substantiate this.

PCI Performance. During power ramps, pellet fragments expand and move apart, widening the cracks
between them. Under fuel-clad contact conditions this leads to azimuthal stress concentration in the
cladding and potentially to clad failure by stress corrosion cracking. ENIGMA contains models to
predict pellet-clad interaction behaviour, although application of the code is generally confined at
present to assessments of conditioning and de-conditioning effects, with failure propensity determined
by reference to the empirical database of PCI ramp test results. The existing model was developed for
UO2 fuel. Its applicability to MOX could be affected by a number of factors, for example, higher fuel
creep rate, differences in cracking patterns, or differences in fuel-clad bonding behaviour and hence in
fuel-clad friction coefficients. The limited experimental evidence available so far points to failure
propensity being significantly lower in MOX fuel than in standard fuel (see Figure 12), although the
reasons for this are not fully understood. Further ramp test studies on MOX fuel are planned in the near
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future, both as part of international collaborative projects and in BNFL's own programmes. These
should provide the raw material for improved mechanistic modelling of MOX fuel PCI behaviour over
the next few years. Nevertheless, it must be recognised that providing a mechanistic treatment of PCI
failure is perhaps the ultimate challenge for a fuel performance code.
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FIG. 11. Comparative PCI Failure Levels in UO2 and MOX Fuel

3. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

As part of a wider strategy for SBR MOX fuel testing and qualification, a fundamental m-evaluation of
the ENIGMA fuel modelling code is being undertaken in order to provide a state-of-the-art tool for
MOX fuel behaviour assessment and licensing. Many of the code's component sub-models are being
reviewed and further developed where required, including sub-models for:-
• evolution of the radial profile of heavy metal isotopes
• calculating fission product spectra
• helium generation
• evolution of the fuel microstructure including rim structure formation
• fuel thermal conductivity and its evolution with burnup
• fuel densification and solid fission product swelling behaviour
• irradiation and thermal creep properties
• stable fission gas release and gas bubble swelling behaviour
• fuel grain growth
• short-lived fission product generation and release
• ramp test behaviour and PCI resistance.
The paper provides a status report on the work being performed and highlights some of the key issues
involved.
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